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The truth is not wonderful enough to suit the enviro-lunatics; so they enlarge upon it, and invent ridiculous embellishments.

— Adapted from Annie Sullivan, Educator

The production organization of Force Of Nature, and its various fore-runners, have followed the evolution of LUNATIC ENVIRONMENTAL-TERRORISM for over a quarter century, as early as 1982.

Force Of Nature Reports are THE WHOLE TRUTH FROM AN INDEPENDENT PERSPECTIVE from National Organization Responding Against HUJE that seek to harm the Green Space Industry (NORAHG).

This is what we do. Don’t thank us. It’s a public service. And we are glad to do it.

Many FON Reports provide a sequence of historical events WITH COMMENTARY, the neutrality of which might be disputed.

It is a LINK DATABASE created to support efforts to fight and exterminate the Environmental-Lunatic-Vermin with reports developed for the education and entertainment of the reader.

Environmental-Lunatic-Vermin, or HUJE, are Lying Sacs of Cwap who rely on Junk Science, Fear-Mongering, and Terrorism to SCAM and DECEIVE the public into believing there is some IMAGINARY DANGER with the use of conventional pest control products that are otherwise SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE for health and environment.

Force Of Nature Reports were launched for CONTINUOUS transmission on the Internet on January 1st, 2009. However, the VERY FIRST Stand-Alone Force Of Nature Report was issued on September 19th, 2008.

By early 2009, the reports were released no more than five times per week, but by August 25th, 2009, Force Of Nature was produced on a DAILY basis.


Uncle Adolph is an organization that operates INDEPENDENTLY from NORAHG and Force Of Nature, and its activities are restricted to posting and archiving.


Send us your REQUESTS for ANY INFORMATION that you need in your war against Lunatic-Environmental-Terrorists.

DOCUMENTS, AUDIO CLIPS, and VIDEO on ALL Enviro-Lunatic Activities are also AVAILABLE to SUPPORT the LAYING of CRIMINAL CHARGES of FRAUD and CONSPIRACY in virtually EVERY JURISDICTION — these ARCHIVES contain names, statements, activities, and affiliations of ALL Enviro-Lunatics, including Government Officials and Charitable Organizations.

The ENTIRE LIBRARY of FON Reports is also available on DVD or at Pesticide Truths — QUICK DOWNLOAD of ALL FON Reports —

http://pesticidetruths.com/toc/
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THE WHOLE TRUTH FROM AN INDEPENDENT PERSPECTIVE from
National Organization Responding Against HUJE that seek to harm the Green Space Industry (NORAHG)
Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment

GLOATING, TREACHEROUS, AND REPUGNANT PROHIBITION TERRORIST ORGANIZATION

CAPE-Lunatics
LIE and LIE and LIE and LIE

REPUGNANT-CAPE is a PROHIBITION-TERRORIST-ORGANIZATION.

REPUGNANT-CAPE has MISAPPROPRIATED the money that it collected from the public and government by SQUANDERING hundreds of thousands of dollars on CONSPIRACIES leading to the NEEDLESS, SENSELESS, and MALICIOUS PROHIBITION of pest control products that are FEDERALLY LEGAL, SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE, and TOTALLY IRREPLACEABLE.

REPUGNANT-CAPE HAS NOT SAVED A SINGLE LIFE or PREVENTED A SINGLE CASE OF CANCER with its PROHIBITION-CONSPIRACIES.

REPUGNANT Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment (CAPE) has ABSOLUTELY NO CREDIBILITY and NO COMPETENT CAPACITY to handle matters concerning pest control products.
CAPE-Lunatics have NO recognized expertise, training or background in matters concerning pest control products!

CAPE-Lunatics are NOT well-informed about pest control products, but DELUDE THEMSELVES into believing that they know all there is to know.

In other words, CAPE-Lunatics knows NOTHING about pest control products!

CAPE-Lunatics compensate for their lack of expertise by CONCOCTING IMAGINARY DANGER, MYTHS, DECEPTIONS, FEAR-MONGERING, FRAUDULENT LIES, MISCONCEPTIONS, COERCION, THREATS, TERROR, and PARANOID CONSPIRACIES about pest control products.

Consequently, the opinions expressed by CAPE-Lunatics are TOTALLY VALUELESS and UTTERLY WORTHLESS.

CAPE-LUNATICS ARE NOT COMPETENT TO GIVE ADVICE!

REPUGNANT-CAPE is composed of Enviro-Lunatic-Health-Care-Workers and regular citizens — however, MOST CAPE MEMBERS ARE NOT EVEN PHYSICIANS.

In fact, CAPE represents an INFINITESIMALLY SMALL number of doctors — CAPE merely represents LESS THAN 4 PER CENT of all doctors in Canada.
Moreover, REPUGNANT-CAPE was created for concealing the EXTREMIST VIEWS of supposedly moderate professionals, such as Enviro-Lunatic-Health-Care-Workers (i.e. Doctors and Nurses).

Not surprisingly, NOT A SINGLE CAPE-Lunatic has ANY recognized expertise, training or background in matters concerning pest control products!

In fact, the principal mandate of REPUGNANT-CAPE has been to attract MORE MEMBERS, MORE DONATIONS, and MORE PROFIT by SCAMMING THE PUBLIC with the CONCOCTION of FRAUDULENT LIES and IMAGINARY DANGER about pest control products.

CAPE-Lunatics have fulfilled their PRETENTIOUS and SELF-PROCLAIMED mandate by giving FALSE and FRAUDULENT impression that the public is being exposed to cancer-causing agents whenever a pest control product is used in the Urban Landscape. [Wrong!]

CAPE-Lunatics know NOTHING about pest control products.

They LIE and LIE and LIE and LIE.

It is truly amazing how CAPE-Lunatics CONCOCT their IMAGINARY DANGER with conventional pest control products, and SCAM and DECEIVE the public by blurting out HOLLOW and DESPICABLY-ALARMIST expressions like « cancer » and « leukemia » and « lymphoma ». [WRONG!]
CAPE-Lunatics also use terminally-ill children, or children in general, as a DRAMATIC WEAPONS OF ULTIMATE TERROR against the use of pest control products on the Urban Landscape — in fact, CAPE-Lunatics COULD NOT CARE LESS ABOUT CHILDREN.

In fact, CAPE-Lunatics are provided with HUGE FINANCIAL INCENTIVES to CONCOCT IMAGINARY DANGER, MYTHS, DECEPTIONS, FEAR-MONGERING, FRAUDULENT LIES, MISCONCEPTIONS, COERCION, THREATS, TERROR, and PARANOID CONSPIRACIES about pest control products.

And ... CAPE-Lunatics LIE and LIE and LIE and LIE.

In fact, pest control products are HEALTH-CANADA-APPROVED and SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE.

Is Repugnant-CAPE More Knowledgeable Than Health Canada ?!?!?

NO !

CAPE-Lunatics have conveniently considered the hundreds of qualified scientists of HEALTH CANADA's respected PEST MANAGEMENT REGULATORY AGENCY to be incompetent and/or incapable of arriving at correct scientific findings concerning conventional pest control products.

In order to allow SOUND SCIENCE to be effectively practiced, the proper interpretation of scientific research about pest control products are performed by people who ARE COMPETENT to do it — HEALTH CANADA, and NOT CAPE.

NO pest control product can be sold or used until HEALTH CANADA’s scientists have evaluated ALL the existing evidence to determine whether the product meets stringent health and safety requirements.

Conventional pest control products are SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE since they have been scrutinized and approved by the HUNDREDS of expert scientists at HEALTH CANADA !

Overall, when they are used properly, there are NO harmful irreversible effects to health and the environment !
CAPE-Lunatic-Culprits

The Prominent CAPE Lunatic-Culprits Who Conspired to Impose the Needless, Senseless, and Malicious PROHIBITION of Pest Control Products That Are Health-Canada-Approved, Federally-Legal, Scientifically-Safe, and Totally-Irreplaceable in the Province of Ontario and across Canada

Kapil Khatter
President

Gideon Forman
Executive Director

Warren Bell
Co-Founder
2002-2010 — Ontario Terrorist Activities

2002-2010 00 00 — CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICIANS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT (Prohibition-Terrorist-Organization) — Enviro-Terror-Talk — The Cacophony in Ontario — Gideon Forman and Kapil Khatter (CAPE-Lunatic-Leaders) — Warren Bell (Hired-Gun-For-Profit-Illegal-Lunatic-Lobbyist) — Farrah Khan (CAPE-Lunatic-Secretary)

FON Report in Pesticide Truths —


FON Report —

GLOATING, TREACHEROUS, AND REPUGNANT CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICIANS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

2004 — Ontario Terrorist Activities

2004 00 00 — CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICIANS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT (Prohibition-Terrorist-Organization) — Lunatic-Terrorist Propaganda to Prohibit Pest Control Products — Ontario Conspiracy to Prohibit Pest Control Products

VIDEO (10-Minutes) — CAPE-Lunatic-Propaganda —

GLOATING, TREACHEROUS, AND REPUGNANT CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICIANS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

2005 — Toronto (Ontario) Terrorist Activities


Summary —

CAPE-Lunatic-Propaganda — It comes down to the age-old question of whom you trust — We trust the OCFP’s literature review more than we do the PMRA industry-financed studies

Pesticide Truths Reports —


2005 11 17 — CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICIANS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT (Prohibition-Terrorist-Organization) — Toronto (Ontario) Lunatic-Terrorist Conspiracy to Prohibit Pest Control Products

Summary —

CAPE provided Non-Expert Enviro-Lunatic testimony to city committees when council was debating the by-law

Pesticide Truths Reports —

http://uncleololph.wordpress.com/2010/08/12/cape-provided-expert-testimony-to-city-committees-when-council-was-debating-the-by-law/
2008 — Ontario Terrorist Activities

Summary —

Enviro-Terrorists were particularly encouraged because this meeting was one of the Minister’s very first consultations regarding PROHIBITION — It indicated the measure of the weight that terrorists have with government officials — Do the Activists and Government have a SECRET AGREEMENT ?!!?!

FON Report —

Summary

Attending the meeting with the Environment Minister were the Enviro-Lunatic-Leaders Jan Kasperski, Doris Grinspun, and Irene Gallagher — CAPE and its co-conspirators presented the Minister with a five-point statement that urged the government to BAN both pesticide use and sales in Ontario.

FON Report

2009 — Calgary (Alberta) Terrorist Activities


Summary —

We live in a time when terror is spreading across Canada — Environmental-Terror-Organizations are working to win a pesticide BAN in Calgary — Calgary (with 1 million people) is the largest city in Canada with no pesticide restrictions [Big deal!]

FON Report —


Summary —

BASTERDLY LIES, AND MORE LIES — According to PROHIBITION-TERRORIST Forman, a Calgary pesticide by-law will be good for business and employment [Wrong!] — Enviro-Terrorists are driving legitimate and tax-paying Modern Professional Lawn Care companies into BANKRUPTCY, BUSINESS FAILURE, UNEMPLOYMENT, DESTITUTION, and DESPAIR! — The PROHIBITION of Federally-Legal, Scientifically-Safe, and Totally-Irreplaceable pest control products HARMS and DESTROYS businesses in the Green Space Industry! — It is truly amazing how Enviro-Maniacs like Forman defend their arguments by ignorantly blurtting out terms like «birth defects» and «cancer» and «poison»!

FON Report —

GLOATING, TREACHEROUS, AND REPUGNANT CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICIANS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

2009 — Nation-Wide Terrorist Activities


Summary —

CAPE will be delivering to Parliament the first 10,000 petitions collected as part of its Petition of Pesticides campaign — The initiative calls for a BAN on toxic lawn chemicals RIGHT ACROSS THE COUNTRY

FON Report —

2009 — New Brunswick Terrorist Activities


Summary —

Now, Canadian-Cancer-Society is considering weighing in on whether these sprays pose a cancer risk to FARMERS, other rural residents near them, and to the wider public from eating foods carrying pesticide residues.

FON Report —


Summary —

According to Forman of Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment, I think we recognize that golf courses have some special challenges, so they may need some extra time perhaps, but we would like to see them included in the ban — The evidence linking pesticide use and cancer is allegedly suggestive and growing — Children are allegedly vulnerable to the chemicals found in the preparations — MORE LIES from Forman … going pesticide-free is not only good for human and environmental health, it’s also beneficial for the lawn care industry [Wrong! Wrong! Wrong!]

FON Report —

Summary

The prohibitionist policies of CAPE lead to LOSS OF REVENUES, BUSINESS FAILURES, BANKRUPTCY, and UNEMPLOYMENT, creating DESPAIR and DESTITUTION for THOUSANDS of people throughout the Green Space Industry. The actions of CAPE are viewed as a form of TERROR against the Green Space Industry.

FON Report

GLOATING, TREACHEROUS, AND
REPUGNANT CANADIAN ASSOCIATION
OF PHYSICIANS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

2009 — NO Golf Industry Exception

2009 04 30 — CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICIANS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

Summary —

According to Non-Expert Enviro-Lunatic Forman … we’re also concerned that any exemptions (i.e. — the GOLF COURSE INDUSTRY) could permit the very so-called COSMETIC PESTICIDES this law is supposed to prohibit.

FON Report —

GLOATING, TREACHEROUS, AND
REPUGNANT CANADIAN ASSOCIATION
OF PHYSICIANS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

2009 — Ontario Terrorist Activities

2009 00 00 — CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICIANS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
(Prohibition-Terrorist-Organization) — Ontario Conspiracy to Prohibit Pest Control
Products — HORRENDOUS CARNAGE of LUNATIC-TERRORIST-PROHIBITION in the
City of Halifax — Lies Perpetrated by Environmental Opportunists — Gideon
Forman (Non-Expert CAPE-Lunatic Fund-Raiser)

Summary —

PROHIBITION will be a boon to our economy boosting business and creating
green jobs [Wrong! Wrong! Wrong!] — In fact, prohibiting pest control
products has SEVERELY HARMED the Green Space Industry

FON Report —

MODIFIED-PDF-300-Dpi

The whole truth from an independent perspective from
National Organization Responding Against HUJE that seek to harm the Green Space Industry (NORAHG)
Summary

PROHIBITION will be a boon to our economy boosting business and creating green jobs [ Gideon Forman LIES and LIES and LIES and LIES ]

FON Report


Summary  —

_Pesticides help to enhance Canadians' quality of life_  —  _Too bad the Ontario government has chosen to ignore that fact_

FON Report  —


2009 03 24  —  CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICIANS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT (Prohibition-Terrorist-Organization)  —  Ontario Conspiracy to Prohibit Pest Control Products  —  Gideon Forman (Lunatic-Enviro-Culprit)  —  Chris Lemcke (Weed Man Organo-Maniac Lawn Care Company)  —  Halifax, Nova Scotia  —  Sclerotinia Minor (Sarrtior)

Summary  —

_Enviro-Lunatic Forman is NOT AN EXPERT in matters concerning the Green Space Industry, nor pesticides_  —  _Neither Mr. Forman, nor his associates, has any recognized expertise in the matter of pesticides and safety_

FON Report  —

2009 04 08   —   CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICIANS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT (Prohibition-Terrorist-Organization)   —   Ontario PROHIBITION of Pest Control Products   —   Gideon Forman (Lunatic-Enviro-Culprit)   —   Forman Seems to Have His Facts Wrong   —   Ontario College of Family Physicians (Prohibition-Terrorist-Organization)   —   Disgracefully False and Misleading BOGUS-OCFP-Review   —   2,4-D Weed Control   —   TruGreen (U.S. Lawn Care Company)

Summary   —

The BOGUS-OCFP-Review is a so-called landmark document on the human health effects of pesticide exposure — The report overall is scientifically weak, its main flaw being to draw inappropriate conclusions and make impractical recommendations for risk management on the basis of superficial consideration of an incomplete and biased selection of the relevant scientific evidence

FON Report   —


Summary   —

According to Non-Expert Enviro-Lunatic Forman ... we’re also concerned that any exemptions (i.e — the GOLF COURSE INDUSTRY) could permit the very so-called COSMETIC PESTICIDES this law is supposed to prohibit

FON Report   —

Summary

BOASTFUL Enviro-Lunatic Forman  —  The Right PROHIBITION-TERRORIST Messaging  —  We focused on protecting children  —  Our ads featured a beautiful child with captions like ONLY A BAN WILL PROTECT THEM or THEY'RE NOT SAFE  —  As the campaign wore on (and the recession set in) we also conveyed the message that the BAN would help grow jobs and business in the lawn care sector [Wrong!]

FON Report


2009 06 11  —  CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICIANS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT (Prohibition-Terrorist-Organization)  —  Ontario Conspiracy to Prohibit Pest Control Products  —  Gideon Forman (Non-Expert CAPE-Lunatic Fund-Raiser)  —  Excerpts from the CAPE-Forman Slide Presentation  —  How the Pesticide BAN Was Won
Summary

Enviro-Lunatic Forman is NOT AN EXPERT in matters concerning the Green Space Industry, nor pesticides — Neither Forman, nor his associates, have ANY recognized expertise in the matter of pesticides and safety — Going pesticide-free DOES NOT MAKE ANY ECONOMIC SENSE, except perhaps for groups, such as Forman’s, who have attracted vast amounts of MONEY for their anti-pesticide causes.

FON Report

Summary

Once upon a time ... many doctors would « prescribe » SMOKING to PREGNANT WOMEN as a safer alternative to medicines for the control of blood pressure ... Nowadays ... We are expected to believe that doctors are a credible group of environmentalists — Doctors COULD NOT BE TRUSTED about smoking — They certainly CANNOT BE TRUSTED about pest control products

FON Report

GLOATING, TREACHEROUS, AND REPUGNANT CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICIANS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

2010 — New Brunswick Terrorist Activities


FON Report —

2010 — NO Golf Industry Exception

2010 06 29 — CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICIANS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
(Prohibition-Terrorist-Organization) — NO PROHIBITION EXCEPTION for Golf Industry — The Looming Golf Industry Shipwreck

Summary —

Repugnant CAPE Demands That GOLF Eliminate the Use of Pesticides — GOLF COURSES SHOULD ALSO BE INCLUDED IN BANS — CAPE recommends that the government FORCE the owners of GOLF COURSES TO ELIMINATE the USE of pesticides

FON Report in Pesticide Truths —


FON Report —

GLOATING, TREACHEROUS, AND
REPUGNANT CANADIAN ASSOCIATION
OF PHYSICIANS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

2010 — Nova Scotia Terrorist Activities

2010 01 07 — CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICIANS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
(Prohibition-Terrorist-Organization) — Proposed Non-essential Pesticides Ban Open
to Comment — Nova Scotia Lagging on Reducing Pesticides — Why Nova Scotia
Should Ban Lawn and Garden Pesticides — 2,4-D Prohibited by Other Nations —
Fight the Enviro-Basterds NOW! — Canadian-Cancer-Society, David Suzuki
Foundation, Environmental Defence, Pesticide Free Nova Scotia, and Sierra Club of
Canada (Prohibition-Terrorist-Organizations) — Chris Benjamin (Enviro-Lunatic)
— Lisa Gue (Suzuki-Lunatic) - Gideon Forman (Non-Expert CAPE-Lunatic Fund-
Raiser)

Summary —

Nova Scotians will have an opportunity to comment on a PROPOSED BAN on the
use and sale of non-essential lawn care pesticides

FON Report —

CAPE-Benjamin-Suzuki-Gue-CCS-2-4-D-MODIFIED-pdf-300-dpi
2010 — Ontario Terrorist Activities

2010 01 30 — CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICIANS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
(Prohibition-Terrorist-Organization) — Ontario Conspiracy to Prohibit Pest Control Products — Gideon Forman (Non-Expert Enviro-Lunatic Fund-Raiser) — Jeffrey P. Lowes (M-REP Communications) — John Gerretsen (Lunatic Minister of the Environment)

Summary —

PROHIBITION regulations will not only protect health, but also boost ONTARIO’S lawn care industry and green jobs

FON Report —

2010 05 15  —  CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICIANS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT (Prohibition-Terrorist-Organization)  —  Ontario Conspiracy to Prohibit Pest Control Products  —  Response to Enviro-Maniac Forman and CAPE  —  Lying Sack of Cwap

Summary  —  

Forman and CAPE DO NOT KNOW WHAT THEY ARE TALKING ABOUT  —  Forman has not prevented ANY cancer, birth defect, or neurological illness

FON Report in Pesticide Truths  —  


FON Report  —  


or


Summary  —  

Clover is a HIGH-RISK Green Product recommended as an alternative to the conventional turfgrass lawn  —  In fact, Clover is NOT a valid alternative to conventional grass seed  —  Clover is a BOGUS Green Alternative to turfgrasses  —  Clover is actually a HAZARDOUS, DANGEROUS, HIGH-RISK alternative to conventional grass seed  —  Clover ATTRACTS bees that can KILL people  —  Some Enviro-Lunatics are MERE Distributors for Green Alternatives like Clover

FON Report  —  

2010 08 11  —  CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICIANS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT (Prohibition-Terrorist-Organization)  —  Ontario Conspiracy to Prohibit Pest Control Products  —  The Ontario Trillium Foundation (Source of Financing for Prohibition-Terrorist-Organizations)  —  The Industry STRIKES BACK  —  Recovering Assets from the Activist Groups

Summary  —  

As we look at recovering assets from the activist groups, we need a starting point  —  Our focus is on the Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment (CAPE) and the organizations and levels of government that worked with them  —  CAPE is a POLITICAL LOBBY, and NOT a non-profit organization as they claim  —  The Ontario Trillium Foundation PROVIDES FUNDING to CAPE, which is NOT reflected in their charitable tax returns as revenue from governments or other registered charities

FON Report  —  

GLOATING, TREACHEROUS, AND REPUGNANT CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICIANS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

2010 — Saskatchewan Terrorist Activities


Summary —

BACK TO USING the FLAWED Ontario College of Family Physicians 2004 Literature review as their defense against pesticide use — Now they refer to other coerced provinces as their proof of product safety — But still NO GENUINE EVIDENCE after 60 years of testing these products — Where is the late breaking news that they finally have proof? — Where is the evidence that the ban has saved lives and has made the communities safer? — These people have a VESTED INTEREST in banning anything they can — That is how they get paid

Pesticide Truths Report —

http://uncleophelp.wordpress.com/2010/06/12/so-called-dangerous-facts-on-pesticides-ask-gideon-forman-or-the-saskatchewan-environmental-society/
GLOATING, TREACHEROUS, AND
REPUGNANT CANADIAN ASSOCIATION
OF PHYSICIANS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

2011 — Edmonton ( Alberta ) Terrorist Activities

2011 02 19 — CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICIANS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
( Prohibition-Terrorist-Organization ) — Raquel Feroe ( Non-Expert Impatient and
Condescending Enviro-Lunatic Methadone-Dispensing Doctor ) — Edmonton
( Alberta ) Conspiracy to Prohibit Pest Control Products — Lunatics Speak Out —
CAPE-Lunatics LIE and LIE and LIE and LIE — LUNATIC-TERRORIST-PROHIBITION
WILL FAIL!

Summary —

Pesticide-Free Will DOUBLE Edmonton’s Weed Control Budget, Reaching 14
MILLION DOLLARS — Because of LUNATIC-TERRORIST-PROHIBITION, Pesticide-
Free Urban Green Spaces are over-run by invasive and damaging weeds and
insects, and LOOK LIKE GARBAGE DUMPS — Enviro-Lunatic-Health-Care-
Workers are NOT COMPETENT to give advice

FON Report —

Lunatics-Speak-Out-Feroe-CAPE-MODIFIED-pdf-300-dpi

THE WHOLE TRUTH FROM AN INDEPENDENT PERSPECTIVE from
National Organization Responding Against HUJE that seek to harm the Green Space Industry (NORAHG)
2011 02 23 — CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICIANS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
( Prohibition-Terrorist-Organization ) — Raquel Feroe ( Non-Expert Impatient and
Condescending Enviro-Lunatic Methadone-Dispensing Doctor ) — Edmonton
( Alberta ) Conspiracy to Prohibit Pest Control Products — Presentation

Excerpt —

<< I am asking for a ban on cosmetic and non-essential pesticides. And by non-
essential, I mean NOT NEEDED. By pesticides, I mean ANY SUBSTANCE
REGULATED BY PMRA [Health Canada agency that regulates pest control
products]. NO PESTICIDES for helping us GUSSY-UP a park or a yard. >>

Audio Clip ( 5½-Minutes ) —


Pesticide Truths Report — All Audio Clips —

http://pesticidetruths.com/2011/02/26/audio-edmonton-transportation-and-public-works-committee-
feb232011-restriction-of-cosmetic-pesticides-bylaw/

FON Report — Audio Clips — Part 1 —

Committee-Presentarions-Audio-CIps-Part-1-MODIFIED-pdf

FON Report — Audio Clips — Part 2 —

Committee-Presentarions-Audio-CIps-Part-2-MODIFIED-pdf

FON Report — Audio Clips — Part 3 —

Committee-Presentarions-Audio-CIps-Part-3-MODIFIED-pdf
GLOATING, TREACHEROUS, AND
REPUGNANT CANADIAN ASSOCIATION
OF PHYSICIANS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

2011 — Newfoundland Terrorist Activities

2011 02 17 — CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICIANS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT (Prohibition-Terrorist-Organization) — Gideon Forman (Non-Expert Paid-For-Profit Guest Speaker and CAPE-Lunatic) — Newfoundland Enviro-Terror Conspiracy to Prohibit Pest Control Products — Gathering of Lunatic-Prohibition-Terrorists — Coalition for Alternatives to Pesticides (Prohibition-Terrorist-Organizations) — Ian Simpson (Retired-Lunatic-Doctor) — Sheilagh O’Leary (Nude-Artist and Lunatic-Councillor, City Of Saint John’s)

Summary —

Non-Expert Enviro-Lunatic Forman DESTROYED the Professional Lawn Care Industry in Ontario — Enviro-Lunatic Nude-Artist O’Leary DELUDED into believing that she knows better than Health Canada — In 2003, Retired-Lunatic-Doctor Simpson co-authored an article entitled « Mind Control and Menopause » — Simpson may have lots of expertise on menopause, but certainly has NO expertise regarding the Professional Lawn Care Industry

FON Report —

GLOATING, TREACHEROUS, AND REPUGNANT CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICIANS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

Miscellaneous Reports


Summary —

Warren Bell is a FOR-PROFIT HIRED-GUN, and UNREGISTERED LOBBYIST — He is paid as a so-called expert on the so-called threat of pest control products, despite the fact that he has NO recognized expertise, training, or background in this matter — Overall, WARREN BELL’s opinions concerning pest control products are TOTALLY VALUELESS and UTTERLY WORTHLESS — Bell is also an outspoken speaker on near-death or out-of-body experiences

Pesticide Truths Report —


FON Report —

2009 06 08 — CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICIANS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT (Prohibition-Terrorist-Organization) — If Not Doctors, Then Who — Background Information About CAPE — I’m a Doctor and NOT a Terrorist

Summary —

Docs are trusted so much by the public, and they have huge credibility with policy-makers [?!?!] — I’m a doctor, and NOT and Environmental-Terrorist … good and decent physicians should get the Hell out of groups like CAPE!

FON Report —


2009 10 06 — CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICIANS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT (Prohibition-Terrorist-Organization) — Physicians Playing Golf — Enviro-Maniac Physician Terror Strategies

FON Report —


Summary

CAPE-Lunatics meet with U.S. Enviro-Terrorist Paul Tukey, who ought to be banned from entry to Canada — Paul Tukey recommends clover for lawns — Environmental-Terror-Organizations, such as Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment, along with United Church of Canada, has endorsed a HAZARDOUS campaign that RECKLESSLY recommends White Dutch Clover seed for lawns — Either directly or indirectly, CAPE is also a huge support and source of financing for Paul Tukey and his Enviro-Terror campaign in Canada

FON Report in Pesticide Truths


2010 05 00  —  CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICIANS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT (Prohibition-Terrorist-Organization)  —  Background Information from an Independent Perspective — Description of Repugnant CAPE — Self-Proclaimed Mandate of Repugnant CAPE — Further Description of Repugnant CAPE — Principal Interests and Agendas of Repugnant CAPE — Accomplishments of Repugnant CAPE — Activities of Repugnant CAPE — Repugnant CAPE is more knowledgeable than Health Canada?!?!? — History of Repugnant CAPE — Membership of Repugnant CAPE — Budget and Funding of Repugnant CAPE — Funding Details of Repugnant CAPE — Funding of Repugnant CAPE by the Government of Ontario — The Consequences of Environmental-Terror in Canada

FON Report in Pesticide Truths

Summary

Every word a CAPE-Enviro-Basterd writes is a lie and a deception, including « and » and « the » — Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment represents an INFINITESIMALLY SMALL number of doctors — Enviro-Maniacs have LIED about PROHIBITION being good for business and about the Professional Lawn Care Industry prospering under PROHIBITION — They LIE and LIE and LIE and LIE — Enviro-Maniacs have also LIED about properties looking great under PROHIBITION and about the so-called health and environmental threats of pest control products.

FON Report


Summary

“Dr” Forman Confused About Being a Medical Doctor

Pesticide Truths Report

http://uncleadolph.wordpress.com/2010/07/02/articles-relating-to-dr-gideon-forman/
2011 01 00  —  CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICIANS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT (Prohibition-Terrorist-Organization) — Nation-Wide Conspiracy to Prohibit of Pest Control Products — Petition on Pesticides — Ontario Pesticide Ban a SUCCESS STORY — British Columbia Prohibition is the NEXT CAPE TARGET — CAPE Winter Newsletter — Cathy Vakil (Non-Expert CAPE-Lunatic-Board-Member) — Farrah Kahn (Non-Expert CAPE-Lunatic-Secretary)

Summary —

Repugnant CAPE has delivered over 11,500 of petitions to Prime Minister Harper, urging him to BAN the use and sale of cosmetic pesticides across Canada.

Even with a ban, Ontarians still have beautiful properties but they’re maintaining them without toxic chemicals [Wrong! Wrong! Wrong!]

CAPE-Lunatics are now building on their success with a call to the government of British Columbia to follow Ontario’s example and enact province-wide legislation prohibiting lawn pesticides’ use and sale.

Pesticide Truths Report —


Summary —

It is one thing to try to avoid something that causes cancer ... it is another thing to figure out what Can ... or May ... or could cause it — It can take years to figure out what might harm us and what won’t. So what do we do in the meantime? — Non-Expert Enviro-Lunatic Gideon Forman CAPE talks about burden of proof to BAN products like PESTICIDES — Forman is joined by TRUE EXPERT Mario Chevrette, a cancer researcher at McGill University and the President of the Cancer Research Society and the co-chair of the Canadian Cancer Research Alliance - the organizations that fund cancer research

Pesticide Truths Reports —


Audio Clip (2½-Minutes) —

Make the CAPE-Terror Stop!

RAT-OUT the CAPE-Basterds and STOP their SUBVERSIVE-TERRORISM

PLEASE MAKE THE CAPE-TERROR STOP!
SHORT LIST of Complaint Channels
Complaint Channels

Association of Fundraising Professionals

Better Business Bureau — Mid-Western and Central Ontario

Better Business Bureau — Eastern-Ontario, Northern-Ontario, and Outaouais

Canada Revenue Agency — Charities Directorate, Charitable Organizations

Canada Revenue Agency — Informant Leads Program

Canadian Anti-Fraud Centre — Government of Canada


Imagine Canada — Looking Into and Out For Canada’s Charities and Non-Profits

BROSSARD, QUEBEC: 1-866-896-6317
SAINT CATHARINES, ONTARIO: 905-984-4830
SAINT JOHN, NEW BRUNSWICK: 506-636-4657
SURREY, BRITISH COLUMBIA: 1-866-846-3535
WINNIPEG, MANITOBA: 1-866-453-0450

CALGARY, ALBERTA: 1-800-263-1178
OTTAWA, ONTARIO: 613-238-7555
TORONTO, ONTARIO: 416-597-2293
Complaint Channels

LONG LIST of Complaint Channels
Complaint Channels

Association of Fundraising Professionals

Suite 412
260 King Street East
Toronto, Ontario
M5A 4L5

Telephone: 416-941-9144
E-mail: cdnmembership@afpnet.org
Website: http://www.afpnet.org/About/content.cfm?ItemNumber=3122

Better Business Bureau
Mid-Western and Central Ontario

354 Charles Street East
Kitchener, Ontario
N2G 4L5

Telephone: 519-579-3080
Fax: 519-570-0072

Website: http://www.kitchener.bbb.org/

Better Business Bureau
Eastern-Ontario, Northern-Ontario, and Outaouais

700 Industrial Avenue
Unit 505
Ottawa, Ontario
K1G 0Y9

Telephone: 613-237-4856
Fax: 613-237-4878

To file a complaint: https://odr.bbb.org/odrweb/public/getstarted.aspx?siteID=163
For general inquiries: info@ottawa.bbb.org
Website: http://ottawa.bbb.org
Complaint Channels

Canadian Anti-Fraud Centre
Government of Canada

Box 686
North Bay, Ontario
P1B 8J8

Toll Free: 1-888-495-8501
Overseas and Local: 1-705-495-8501
Toll Free Fax: 1-888-654-9426

E-Mail: info@antifraudcentre.ca
Website: http://www.phonebusters.com/english/recognizeit_charities.html

Canada Revenue Agency
Charities Directorate, Charitable Organizations

Canada Revenue Agency
Ottawa, Ontario
K1A 0L5

Telephone: 613-954-0410
Toll Free: 1-800-267-2384

Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8 AM-8 PM
Service Hours: Monday-Friday 8:15 AM-4:30 PM

E-Mail: Charities-Bienfaisance@cra-arc.gc.ca
Website: www.cra-arc.gc.ca/chrts-gvng/menu-eng.html

Government of Ontario, Ministry of the Attorney General,
Office of the Public Guardian and Trustee, Charitable Property Program

595 Bay Street
Suite 800
Toronto, Ontario
M5G 2M6

Tel: 416-326-1963
Toll Free: 1-800-366-0335
Website: www.attorneygeneral.jus.gov.on.ca/english/family/pgt
Complaint Channels

Imagine Canada
Looking Into and Out For Canada’s Charities and Non-Profits

E-MAIL: code@imaginecanada.ca
WEB SITE: http://www.imaginecanada.ca/node/176

Imagine Canada — Toronto

2 CARLTON STREET
SUITE 600
TORONTO, ONTARIO
M5B 1J3

TELEPHONE: 416-597-2293
TOLL FREE: 1-800-263-1178
FAX: 416-597-2294
EMAIL: info@imaginecanada.ca

Imagine Canada — Ottawa

130 ALBERT STREET
SUITE 1705
OTTAWA, ONTARIO
K1P 5G4

TELEPHONE: 613-238-7555
TOLL FREE: 1-800-263-1178
FAX: 613-238-9300

Imagine Canada — Calgary

855 2ND STREET SW
SUITE 1800
EAST TOWER
BANKERS HALL
CALGARY, ALBERTA
T2P 2S5

TOLL FREE: 1-800-263-1178
FAX: 403-645-4646
Complaint Channels

Canada Revenue Agency
Informant Leads Program

The Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) takes abuse of Canada’s tax laws very seriously. When an individual or business does not fully comply with tax legislation, an unfair burden is placed on law-abiding taxpayers and businesses and the integrity of Canada’s tax base is jeopardized.

The mandate of the Informant Leads Program is to co-ordinate all leads that the CRA receives from informants, to determine if there is an element of non-compliance with tax legislation, and to ensure that appropriate enforcement action is taken.

The program is regionalized into five offices across the country. To report suspected tax evasion, contact the office in your region (an informant’s identity will not be disclosed or you may provide information anonymously):

Canada Revenue Agency
Atlantic Region Informant Leads Centre

Saint John Tax Services Office
126 Prince William Street
Saint John, New Brunswick
E2L 4H9

Telephone: 506-636-4657
Telephone: 1-888-674-1699
Fax: 506-636-5316

Hours of Service: 8:15 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. (local time)

Canada Revenue Agency
Quebec Region Informant Leads Centre

Montréal-Rive-Sud Tax Services Office
3250 Lapinière Boulevard
Brossard, Quebec
J4Z 3T8

Telephone: 1-866-896-6317
Fax: 450-926-7006

Hours of Service: 8:15 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. (local time)
Complaint Channels

Canada Revenue Agency
Ontario Region Informant Leads Centre

ST. CATHARINES TAX SERVICES OFFICE
32 CHURCH STREET
POST OFFICE BOX 3038
SAINT CATHARINES, ONTARIO
L2R 3B9

TELEPHONE: 905-984-4830
TELEPHONE: 1-866-809-6841
FAX: 905-984-4829

HOURS OF SERVICE: 8:15 A.M. TO 4:30 P.M. (LOCAL TIME)

Canada Revenue Agency
Prairie Region Informant Leads Centre

WINNIPEG TAX SERVICES OFFICE
325 BROADWAY
5TH FLOOR
POST OFFICE BOX 1022
WINNIPEG, MANITOBA
R3C 2W2

TELEPHONE: 1-866-453-0450
FAX: 204-984-6721

HOURS OF SERVICE: 8:15 A.M. TO 5:00 P.M. (LOCAL TIME)

Canada Revenue Agency
Pacific Region Informant Leads Centre

SURREY TAX CENTRE
9755 KING GEORGE BOULEVARD
SURREY, BRITISH COLUMBIA
V3T 5E1

TELEPHONE: 1-866-846-3535
FAX: 250-470-5060

HOURS OF SERVICE: 8:15 A.M. TO 4:30 P.M. (LOCAL TIME)
We are living in the 9/11 Era of Environmental Terror!

Force Of Nature

Reports

**FON**

Read all about ENVIRO-LUNATICS and their ENVIRONMENTAL-TERROR-ORGANIZATIONS in FORCE OF NATURE!

The Whole Truth from an INDEPENDENT PERSPECTIVE!

Pest control products are HEALTH-CANDA-APPROVED, FEDERALLY-LEGAL, SCIENTIFICALLY-SAFE, and TOTALLY-IRREPLACEABLE!

Environmental terrorism can be beaten!

Learn all about ENVIRO-LUNATICS and their MYTHS, DECEPTIONS, FEAR-MONGERING, FRAUDULENT LIES, MISCONCEPTIONS, COERCION, THREATS, TERROR, and PARANOID CONSPIRACIES.

The Whole Truth From An Independent Perspective from National Organization Responding Against HUJE that seek to harm the Green Space Industry (NORAHG)
We must defend the industry, whatever the cost may be.